
Characters D6 / Aldar Beedo (Glymphid Pod Racer)

Name: Aldar Beedo

Homeworld: Ploo II

Species: Glymphid

Gender: Male

Eye color: Orange

Skin color: Yellow, blue, gray, beige

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 4D

        Brawling Parry: 3D+2

        Dodge: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 4D+1

        Con: 5D

        Gambling: 4D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 1D

        Languages: 2D

        Planetary Systems: 3D

STRENGTH: 2D+1

        Brawling: 3D+1

        Stamina: 3D+2

MECHANICAL: 2D+2

        Beast Riding: 3D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

TECHNICAL: 2D

        Repulsorlift Repair: 3D+2

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS 500

                 Manta RamAir Mk IV Flat Twin Turbojet Podracer, Commlink, Datapad

FORCE SENSITIVE: N

FORCE POINTS 0

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 2

Description: Aldar Beedo was a Glymphid male podracer from the planet Ploo II who participated in the

Boonta Eve Classic podrace on the planet Tatooine in 32 BBY. Beedo flew a podracer with Mk IV Flat

Twin Turbojet engines and began on the front row of the starting grid in the Mos Espa Grand Arena.



Throughout the first lap he moved up and down within the group of racers leading the race, but was

overtaken by the Human pilot Anakin Skywalker in the second lap before dropping into the Ebe Crater

Valley. Ultimately, he finished in a respectable third place behind the racers Gasgano and Skywalker.

Biography

Hailing from the planet Ploo II, the Glymphid male Aldar Beedo had become a podracer by 32 BBY, when

he was one of the participants in the Boonta Eve Classic podrace on the planet Tatooine. He was given

the left-most position on the front row of the race's starting grid in the Mos Espa Grand Arena, but after

the crime lord Jabba Desilijic Tiure signaled for the race to begin he was not initially in the lead pack of

vehicles as they flew through the Mushroom Mesa.

After the Dug podracer Sebulba caused the racer Mawhonic to crash, Beedo moved up into fourth place

behind fellow racers Elan Mak and Ratts Tyerell, with Sebulba in the lead as they entered the Notch. By

the time they reached Arch Canyon, Beedo had moved up to third behind his opponent Teemto Pagalies

and then Sebulba, although the Glymphid fell behind again before they entered the Laguna Caves, but

was still following closely behind the Dug. Beedo sat in fifth place as the lead racers crossed the Hutt

Flats before finishing the first lap.

In the second lap the Human podracer Anakin Skywalker overtook Beedo just before they dropped into

the Ebe Crater Valley and by the third lap Skywalker and Sebulba were well out in front of the other

racers competing for the lead. Ultimately Sebulba crashed and Skywalker claimed first place, with Beedo

finishing in a respectable third place behind the Xexto pilot Gasgano despite the Glymphid's best efforts.

Beedo finished with a time of 15.52:108 and averaged 845 kilometers per hour (528 miles per hour)

during the race.

Personality and traits

Aldar Beedo was a long-snouted Glymphid who was devious and skilful. He had mottled green and

yellow skin with some blue coloring on the skin around his orange eyes.

Equipment

Aldar Beedo flew a 22.5 meter (74.25 feet) long podracer, the longest vehicle participating in the Boonta

Eve Classic. It used Manta RamAir Mk IV Flat Twin Turbojet engines with blue and red coloring. Beedo's

flag consisted of a blue background with a green emblem in the middle and green corners on the upper

left and lower right. 
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